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Let A4 and N be groups equipped with an action of M on N and N on 
M. Their non-abelian tensor product MO N was introduced in [3]. It was 
proved in [4] that, with M acting on itself by conjugation, M@ M is finite 
(or a p-group for some prime p) if M is hnite (or a p-group). In this note 
we prove: 
THEOREM. Zf M and N are jnite groups (or p-groups) acting on each 
other, and if their actions are compatible, then M@ N is finite (or a 
p-87-w). 
The proof uses part of a homology exact sequence given in [3], and the 
fact that the homology of a finite group is finite. 
The action of M on N is written “‘n and the action of N on M is written 
“m for rnE M, no N. The groups M and N are assumed to act on them- 
selves by conjugation “y = xyx- ‘. Following [3] we say that these actions 
are compatible if 
rm)n’ = n(m(n-‘nr) and 
for all m, m’ E M, n, n’ EN. The tensor product M@ N is the group 
generated by the symbols m 0 II and defined by the relations 
mm’@n= (“m’O”n)(mOn), 
m@nn’=(mOn)(“mO”n’), 
for all m, m’ E M, n, n’ E N. 
We prove the theorem by first considering a special case. We prove only 
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the finiteness assertion of the theorem, the proof of the p-group assertion 
being similar. 
Special Case. Suppose that M and N are finite normal subgroups of 
some group G, and that they act on each other by conjugation in G. 
Plainly the actions are compatible. Recall from [3] that M A N is the 
quotient of MO N by the normal subgroup generated by the elements 
x0x with x E Mn N, that there is a homomorphism [, ] : M A N + 
[M, N], m@n~ [m, n] =mnm-‘n-l, and that there is an exact sequence 
+H,(MN/M)@H,(MN/N)-+Ker([,]:Mr\N+ [M, N])+H,(MN)-t. 
Since the homology of a finite group is finite, it follows that Ker(M A N + 
[M, N]) is finite and hence that M A N is finite. From [4] we have the 
exact sequence 
T(MnN/[M,N])+M@N+Mr\ N-+ 1, 
where Z is Whitehead’s “universal quadratic functor” [7]. If A is a finite 
abelian group then Z(A) is finite. Therefore MO N is finite. 
General Case. Suppose that M and N are finite groups which act com- 
patibly on each other. Let (M, N} be the normal subgroup of M >Q N 
generated by the elements (m”m-‘, n”W1) with rng M, n E N. Following 
[l]wesetMoN=M >aN/{M,N}.ThereisanactionofMoNonMand 
on N given by (m.n)m’ = m(nm’) and (m,n)n’ =“( %‘) for m, m’ E M, n, n’ E N. 
It is known that, endowed with these actions, the evident homomorphisms 
p:M-+MoNand v: N+MoNare crossed modules (i.e., p(-‘m)=xmxP’, 
Pmmr=mm’m-‘, v(%)=xnx-‘, “*n’=nn’n-’ for m, m’EM, n, n’EN, 
XEMON) in which “h= ““‘n, “m = “‘m for all m E M, n E N. Hence PM and 
vN are normal subgroups of MO N; Ker p and Ker v are trivial N-modules 
and M-modules, respectively, and there is an exact sequence [S] (see 
also [2]) 
(M@Ker v)@(Kerp@N)+M@N-tpM@vN--+ 1. 
From [6, Proposition 2.31 we have MO Ker v E Z(M)@,(,,Ker v and 
Ker P@I Nz Ker ,u@,(,, Z(N). Since all of PM@ vN, Z(M)@,(,, Ker v, 
and Ker PC&) Z(N) are finite, it follows that MO N is finite. 
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